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ABSTRACT

The three types of artificial soils produced and tested in the Land
Locomowtion Research Laboratory have shOwn the necessary stability of
mechanical properties and great ease it handling over the wide range of
values reproduced below:

Soilt11. c k kA n

C-32'-35 2.05 00 22.0 17.0 O.16
C-3?-40 1.114 O 18.0 12.1 0,20
C-32-41 o.64 00 3.6 2.5 0.25
C-32-43 0.05 0.2 0.9 0.40
C-327-60 0.17 00 0.1 0.3 0.67

CSM-!3-?? 1.06 310 17.0 9.5 0.15
CS-33'?3 0.95 380' 11.6 8.3 0.17
CS-33-24 0.76 380 8.9 6.2 0.18
CS-33-25 0.38 380 4.0 1.8 0.0
CS.33-76 o.,I4 380 3A 0.4 00.21
S.-34-7.5 0.17 22.5 9.1 20.4 o. 42
S-3b-10 0.30 1h.5 10.8 18.4 o.46
S-3A-12.-5 0.35 9.5 17.0 11.6 0.52
S-3h-l5 O.44 8.0 26.5 6.78 O.71

The above data indicate a feasibility of producing artificial soils
of any desired prcperties by using bentonite, sand and glycol, which
eliminates the necessity of using unstable and uncontrollable natural
soils, and simplifies laboratory work.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this investigation is to establish an artificial
soil mass which would eliminate the absolute necessity of using natural
soilti for tmst purposes in the laboratory, because of the difficulty in
their handling and controlling. The aim is to cover the entire range
of natural solls, fro* frictional tc- cohesive, with this stable and
easily producible artificial mixture.

INTHD(?CTION

One of the greatest and most urgent needs in soil trafficability
investigations by laboratory methods is to overcome the difff;UgiTof
working with natural sails. Such soils quickly lose their moisture con-
tent, causing changes in the 1 properties exhibited, Some work
has been done in the past in ;attemt reproduce in the laboratory
the physical conditions encountertd in the field. The Bucyrus-Brie Coo
(Sou•th Milwaukee, Wis.) has used a mixture of foundry sand and motor oil
with some success in investigating the behavior of self-loading scraper-
type earthmoving machinery. In most instancesp however, these attempts
have met with very little success, due to the varied physical and
chemical mixtures possible in the natural state.

It, therefore, appears necessary to approach the problem from an-
other angle. Rather than attempt to physically dupLicar* natural soils,
work must be directed tovard siumlating certain mechanical properties
of various soils in their natural site, by formulating such properties
into an artificial soil mass. These efforts should result in artificially
produced materials whose consistency can be controlled and perhaps varied
by accurate formulation from a near-fluid to a near-solid state to cover
the major portion of terrain found in off-road operations of land vehicles.

To achieve such desired results, it armears necessary to study and
experiment with a wide variety of inert solids and so-called "binders" in
mixture or compound foru which exhibit the required soil properties and
yet remain unaffected by time, usage and normal atmospheric conditions.
In such a, mannar, it is hoped that complete independence of the use of
natural soils for laboratory tast purposes will be attained.

It should be rPto' that in all these proposals a secondary, but im-
portant advantap otror than control of properties, would be gained, i.e.,
stability of proerties. Most natural soils have different cohesion and

AI - OTAC 0 DV*Wt
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friction at different moisture cont~t and compaction, so that accurate
control of these two paraeters io n6,soary, its order te obtain repro-
ducible test conditions, and hence reproducible tbsts. Control of the
mechanical properties is obviously necessary for successful experimentation
and is one of the most difficult problems in scale-model vehicle testing
in soVll.

The ideal soil mass wuld thus have the following characteristics,

a. Stabilit of the solid state regardless of time, oxidation or
ite chemical interaction.

b. Controllability of the soil values and parameters exhibited.

c. Reproducibility of the a is in anyt quantity using standard or
easily obtainable materials.

In this report, the available data on mechanical characteristics of
natural soils were used in simulating artificial soils. "Artsoil" may be
an appropriate name for the proposed artificial soil mass. The following
is the doscription of the progress made.

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

The term "clay" is applied to certain earthy materials which have
been formed by the weathering of rocks containing aluminum silicates,
particularly by the weathering of the mineral feldspar. The outstanding
property of these materials is their plasticity when wet and their
rigidity when dry. Clay is the decoanosition product of feldspar or of
rocks containing feldspar minerals. It is of variable composition, de-
pending on the parent rock and on its history after decmposition, but
in general it contains as its chief ingredient hydrated aluminum silicate,
togethomr with some sand and other materials. A typical decomposition
reaction is as follows: Reference (1)......

KXO04 1,0 3 - to5i Oz +- CO01 + W10 Alo 2j St.201.Z H,0+ 4,5O, + K2C0 3

Orthoclase Xaolinite Sand
P~ldspar

In the reaction, it is assumed that decomposition has occurred through
atmospheric weatheri.&, with C02 being present in the surface water. The
major portion of clay, consists of kaolinite and quarts. Kaolinite, A1203 .
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?SiO02* 2HpO imparts plasticity to the. cley. Quarts is3 not plastic and,
therrefonw,, rM~ucea the plasticity of the clay; an excess of silica destroys
the cohesiveness of c lay.

Plasticity is the outstanding physical characteristic of clay. This
is thei Provverty a subst~ance has of deforxiing continuously under a fipite

LALýik tfalddsq, plastic solids do not reach a lefinite dofdrWtion
under load and tOwn become rigid; they continue to deform indefinitely.
Unlike liquids, however, plastic solids will not begin to flow until a
de finite force is anplied; up to that point, they are rigid*

It is not easy to explain vhyc;1iy possesses this property. The
chemical composition of kaolinite apr*rently is not of paramount importance
in this connections It 13 believed that the fineness of the Diarticles is
of significance. Clay particles are extreinly small, of the order of
magnitude of 1 micron (0.0001 u).It is believed that theste fine particles
which have an extremely large surface in the aggregate, absorb a thin layer
of water, and that it, is this "internal lubrication" which causes the
plasticity of clays* (2) In any event,, it is known tkat as the wattr
content -of- clay is increased,, its D~lasticity increases uap to a maximum.
This may occur afiywhere from 10 to 50%j deiending on the nature of the clay.
Further incroase in the water content causes the clay to becom sticky,, and
then to become a fluid suspension or "slip"& (3) Dr~ying the clay down~ to a
dry powder lacking plasticity is also possible. If the drying Is con-
du~cted, at a low temperature, wetting will cause the clay to regain. its
plasticity.* On the other handj, firing causes a permanent loss in

Splasticity.

The m~echanism of plasticization of clays is in dispute, but it seems
probable that the'sajo,' factor is mechanical. Interference of platy parti-
cles dispersed in the water. (4) It has been demonstrate~d that plastic
flow can be induced in liquid suspensions of asymetric particles, whether
needle-shaped or Dlatyj, or even mechanical agglomerations of spherical
particles. (5) Asymetric particles can develop mechanical structure in
the mass at #'yx~raordinarily low volumetric coocentrations, particularly

4 if the ratio of the linear dimensions be higbe It seems certain that the
ratio of inter-particle attraction, to the distorting forces likely to act
on 2 ~single particle increases as size decreases* This Is equivalent to
saying that forces holding the ultimate particle in place decreases-less
rapidly with size than do those inducing movement, Figure 1. (6)

Dispersion of the clays is essential to plasticity. It is connected
vi th affinity of the liquid for the clay surface; thus clay resists dis-
persion in all organic liquids of low polarity. Dispiersion is one of the
Joajor results of aging Aa~d weathering. It is believed that when a$*-
qaately dispersed,, the 3urfane of each ultimate particle is highly hy-
dratecl, even where agg'lomerati on is considerable.* There is also some
parallelism between the base-exchanre capacity, of clays and plasticity.

AM MAC�CO
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(In Table I, the clays are arranged in order of increasing plasticity.)

Table I

Base Exchange Capacity in Milli-
________ qutlalnt~s/oo Gu ......
Wye, of Cl aen,

Kaolin 5

Ball Clay 13

Fire Clay 17.5

Fuller 's Earth 27

Bentonite 90

Because air dispersed through the clay-water mixture can greatly
decrease plasticity, do-aeration is being adopted in makirg bricks, re-
fractories and pottery.

The main differences in the physical characteristics of the two
primary types of soils may be summarised as follows: (7)

Void ratio low Void ratio high
Negligible cohesion when clean Marked cohesion, depending on

water content
Internal friction high Internal friction low
Not plastic Plastic
Only slightly compressible Very compressible
Compression takes place Compression takes place slowly
immediately on application of load over a long period of time
Permeable to water Practically impermeable

METHOD AND THE ATTACK UPON THE Pf)OBLN

To simulate in some way some of the above discussed characteristics
of soils, the following ideas were advanced for experimentation:

1. Graded glass beads (available in graded sizes from 0.005 in. to
O.O in. in diameter) mixed with varying qaantities of silicone
fluids of varying viscositie3.

AMY - OTAC * DOW"
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'.• Maelin cla wvith various a4mixtures of -ils to vary its strength.

3. Collo l s iron in a liquid bindpr and suhject to a variable field
whermin the mechanical Y~ronerties could be controlled by the
strength of the elctro-magnetic field.

h. Shots of various sizes and mterials with a binder tpo *Riiieve
varying densities.

5. Binder constituents (Vehicle): a. Liquid or pasty materials as
mineral oil, fat and wax cabinations; asphaltum; be synthetics
as glycols, "Plastics,$ etc.

6. Solid constituents (Body)

a. Chemically- inert powders having high slippage properties as:
Talc (steatite); 1ge. Al silicates; titanium and sine oxides;
kaolin and magnesium carbonate.

b. Chemically inert powders having high frictional properties as:
Pumice, quartz (sand); slate flour (hydrated aluminum
vilicates); emery, tripoli, corundum; mica; crushed garnet;
boron and silicon carbides, aluiinum, chromium, and tin oxides

7. Materials to add plastic character to artsoil. Plasticity of clay
seems todevelop only in particles below 10 micron size. (8)

a. The effectiveness of various materials listed below as possi-
ble ingredients was determined by:

(1) Comprehensive literature surver conducteI t6 evaluate
the rhysical aud chemical "roperties of the various
substances.o

(?) Preliminary laboratory ovrvtments to aid in the selection
of the comronents.

b. Laboratory Investigations wre conducted to evaluate:

(1) Degree of cohesion mid friction and stress-strain re-
lationships as defined by the soil parameters c,
ke, kA. and n, (9).

(2) Effect on the parameters by varying the percentages of
the soil maSS constituents*

The following are the materials tested as possible ingredients
for artsoilt

A* OTAC-Z



Solid Constituents Liquid. constituent

Asbestos Ethylene Glycol
Calcite Glycerin
Charcoal Mineral Oii
Feldspar Paraffin
Fuller's Earth Petrolatum
Glassl, Powdered

Iron Oxide (Red 4 Black)
Iron, Filings
Infosorial Earth
Kaolin
Kiea
Magnesium Oxide
Quarts•
Rotionstone
Silicon Carbide
ISmaston Tale
Tripoli
Tin Oxide
Zinc Oxide

At thO present stags thO three ingrediats dectded upon to be used for
the artsoll ware volclay, maud,, and antifreos. Volclay, a bentonite clay,
is feadily available in the clay gromp. It rere ats the cohesive inpre-
dieot of soils. hid, *bieh oehibits frictional charmteristic, repre-
sents the frictional commeonnt. Antifresoe was chosen as the liqsid con-
stitinut beeare of itt low volatility, its inertness when mixed with mad
or clay and its ease of availabolity, The general characteristics of these
tuterials are shown in Appendix I.

The mixing of the ingredients was done in a Hobart 6O1 Mixer,, shown
in the center of the "Soil Processing loomn photograph (Fig. 8 ). The
mixing procedure was as follows

1. Weigh and put volclay into mixer.
2. Start Eimor.
3. Weigh and add antifrose gradually.
1. After all of the antifrose has been added, continue mixing for

1/2 hour.

Theo mew mixting rocedure was followed forl all batches to keep then
eonsistent ard the mixture was transforrnd to a 41' x 4' x 2? box and taVpd
to got an even contstenchy throughout thO batcho Shear aod sinkes tests
were made on the aiuplos in the box.

6



The -est procedure was as follovo:

1. Sinkage:

a, Three different sisid footings.
b. Three runs per each footing.
c. Tamp the sample after each sinkage reading.

?'. Shears

a. Place 5• x 5" thear plate in sample mkin•.on of complete
,ontact of Výate and grousers with thi artseol.

b. Load plate with three to five varying loads ud recorw force
racessary to move the shear plate for each load. Noivemt of
the plate indicates point of rupture or shear of the aMple.

The Bevameter used for the sinkage test ti o m L ti e lpot••gph
entitled "Load Sinkatig - Shear Test Deviest, FIg. 9 o The shear plate me
attached to a prtng smale to record the force. The stnlage and shear tewt

_ on the said and antifreese mixture was sedo with the onbination dWraulie
minkap.-sear test apparatus, shown in the 'Load nbkage - &war Test
Device" photog"a6, IFi. 10.

To avold a repetition of the theoretleal reasoning behind the soil
* value parometers, the reader is referred to the investigations by Hr. N. G,

ekkaer. (11) The equation used in relatioei-vith the sinkage tests to
determine soil values is:

+ (1

where

= Pressure (Loaded-track or whoel)

C Cohesive Modulus of Defrwation
: Breadth of the Footing
• Frictional WMdulus of Deformation

z Sinkage,

n z Exponent of Sinkage

The eoation used to determine soil valus with data from the shear
to.sts is: /

H iA + Wton (

, • o elAC *
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where

H S Force
C x Cohesion

A a Ground Contact Area
W s Weight
* a Angle of Internal Friction

If equation (?) is divided through by the area k, we have the equation as
used in the plot of Fig. 1.

C~ +c.. & Shearing Strength (SS) and
A A

W/A • Grou Pressure or norml stress. The olot used to determine
kc, k,, and n is shown on Fig. 2.

IRMLTS

A tabulation of the soil values fbr three types of artsoils is given
below:

C-32-35 2.05 00 22.0 17.0 o.16
-0 o 1.01 00 18.0 121 0.20
-M4 -... 0.64 010 3.6 2.5 0.25
-43 o.e2 00 0.2 0.9 01,0
-50 oe.17 00 0.1 0.3 0.67

CS-33-42 1.06 380 17*0 9.M 0.15
-23 0.99 380 11.6 8.3 0.17
-24 0.76 380 8.9 6.2 0.18
45 0.38 38o 4.o 0'.8 0.0
-46 0.1 380 3.9 0.4 0o21

S-34-7s7. 0.17 22.50 9.1 20. 0o.2
-10 0.30 140i.. 10.8 18o* O.6
-12. •o.35 Q.50  17.0 11.6 0.52
-15 O.1h 8.00 26.5 6.8 0.71

An attomt was wide to cover the entire riew of soil conditions with
those mixtureso The C-3? series (vnlclay and antifreom) attaits to cover
the cohesive portlon of the scale, and the S-34 series (sand aid antifrees)
the frictional portion of the smale. The CS-.3 series (0-50 sOnl-volclay

-O a OTAC
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and antifreese) is midway between the cohesive and frictional mixtures.
The numbers following the series designation denote the weight percert
antifreese added. The graphs in Fig. a-? shows the changes in soil values
as the liquid content changes.

The test results indicate that a wide range of soil value parameters
can be obtained.e It, is highly conceivable that by changing the consistency,
of the mixture and by changing the proportion of ingredients in the mix-
tures, the entire range of natural soils could be simulated in-the
laboratory.

There seems to be no appreciable chemical reaction between the in-
grediSnts which would alter the characteristics of the mixturev, i.e., the
clay mixture retains its cohesive omparties and the said mixture retains
its frictional properties.

The ingredients mix well and retain their consistency throughout,
except in the very high liquid content mixtues. The higa liquid content
mixtures appear to be a case of over-saturation where the excess liquid
rises to the top. The separation of the e ns liquid occurs only after
prolonged standing, so a re-mixing arrangemnt will'have to be made if this
soft mixture is to be used over a long period of time.

Stability characteristics of the mdxtures and the roproducibility of
soil values from these mixtures have not been investigated at this time.

OoNcwUSION

S1. The controllability of the artsoil is superior to that of natural
* soil over any length of time.

P. The artsoil has a wide range of soil values.

3. There are many different types of soils that can be simulated by
the clay,, sand, and antifreese combination. This should cover the entire
range from purely frictional to p•rely cohesive soils. The materials are
realily available and no special equipment is necessary for preparation of
the soils.

4. To fully explore the petential of the proposed artsoil in labo-
ratory use, it is ecessary to explore the characteristics at world soils
and we whether they may be simulated by the discussed mixtures.

AL



1. The stability and reproducibility of soil values for th0o artmil
should be investigated over a long period of time, i.e., three week
intervals for a year.

i. An investigation should be made to find the characteristics of
@oil@ to be reproduced.-

3. A method for preventing solid-liquid separatton in saturated art-
soil should be explored.

10
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1. Antifrees*

The antifrese is the arti-c-type Et.hylene 01yeoI used in the cooling

systems of internal combustion engines. MIL-C4-l755 (Ord), 04-771A.

S2. &nd

Wined and shipped by the Ottawa Silica Co., Ottavav Illinois. It toa
marketed as Crystal Silica Sand.

3. Volclay

Volclay, as sold by the American Colloid Co., Chicago, IllinWOis, ia
Mississippi Bentonite. Other types of bentonite clays are mined in
the Black Hills Region of the United States, and prepared in *ered
and granulated forms for commercial use.

Nineralogical Composition

The properties of volelay are those of mantmoillonite, a clay u..-al
of uique characteristics, which constitutes 90% of volelay sabstance.
Montmorillonite has the approximate chemical formala:

H'0-(AItOijfleL 1O 3,3AS 0)- 4 SiO1 0% - n14&

The other 10% consists of minute fnagnts of other inerals, the met
abmftnt being feldspar. There are mll fractions of gypimp calcium car-
bonate and qmarts and traces of partially altered volcanio-glass, biotit..
mica, magetite, limonite, hematiteq leucoxeu, apatit. and sircon.

Moisture

ATMI 01 CH MIICAL ANALYSIS re

NPhanically-held water 0.00%
Silica (s812) 6h.32
Alvoina (AIO3) 20.74

Ferric Oxide (•?e3) 3.03
ormus Oxide (lhO) .16

Titanium Ox• e (T10p)
Phophoit Acid (PpO5) 0

Lim, (coo) .2
MW" da (V40)
%da (141•)

I - sQ"C *!li



Moistute
AVVAGI CHWEMCAL ANALYSIS (Cont') tree

potas (h20) .39
Salfvrr (303) *35
Ch*eically-held H20 5.15

Particle siz

When dispersed in water, volclay separates into extremely fine parti.-
cle P,. ams ollows:

96 to 97% finer than 4h microns (325 mesh)
93 to 9h% finer than 5 microns
87 to 89% finu than 0.5 micoess
60 to 60% finer than 0.1 microns

One mleron is about 1/25,000 inch. One cubic inch of dry volclay,
whe disintegrated in water, is estisMted to yield 9500 billion in-
dividul flabns, and the total sarface area of thes particles is &boot

nam are in extent.

Oeneral

SPOcific gravity - 2.75. Actual viht relative to volin depends
On the degM Of@o pVlvrisation and the packift nd settling.

Index of refraction -- 1.55.

Rsrdnsss 1 to 1.5 (Nohr). Sligtly harder thn t&lc.

pR of water suspensions about- 9.2.

Bas SO uchang

Volelay has bam e9whange prowties; in water solution it givei Lp
"sodium And potessin ions and takes in calciua me, ngnensium ion, thus
soft"ift the vateW slightly. It alms ontero strongly into bass eO-
chaIRe with organic bases, extrectin the rom mlutiomn of their salte.

Thechanoable metaMlic bases of aVe4p voICley, deterulned
qwntitatively by leaching with ani acetate, are&



Sodium 85. x/3-per 100 gwos
Potassium 5-0
Calcium ?2.0
Mlagne sium 1.0
Sum -- corrected 89.2
for Sulphates

Swelling

The rate of swelling depends on the grade and on how handled; all
grades exrend very slowly when water it roured on them, much faster when
they are poured into water, Finely powdered and coarsely granulated
grades soak up water slowly; specially sised KWK volelay much nore
rapidly.

Volelay absorbs nearly 5 times its veicht of water and at fN-fl satu-
ration it occupies a volum 12 to 15 times its dry bulk* On drying it
shrinks to its original volums The swelling is reversible -- it can be
wetted (swelled) and dried (shrunk) an infinite number of times, if-,the
water used is fairly pnr.

It absorbs and wells faster in hot water than cold. Does not well
in alcohol, gasoline and similar liquids; swells only slightly in solu-
tions of strong chemicals, as acids, alkalies or salts.

Water Suspensions

When mixed with 7 to 10 parts water, it makes gelatinous pastes. With
15 to 20 parts water, it forms milky, flowable sols.

Figures are given uhovitg the consistency (vicosity) of two volcla:ir
sols coMwred with clear water:

Determinations By Stromr Viseosismeter
At 600 m

Orams CntVpoifsS
Clear Water 3 0
5% volelay
I volelay to 19 water) 70475 60 - 7

7 volelay
I volclay to131/3 water) 3O00-350 55-6

The soles moe tested lowdlately after stirring; they would dm
higher readings after a few hours.

M & OQAC -MO



In thinner dilutions -- as 1 volcla* to 99 dtstilled water most of
the volelay will remain suspended indefinitely. Even in dilutions as low
as 1 to 5O•7E a considerable rart will not settle. Distilled water must
be used with low volclay concentrations as the electrolytes in tap water
mipht cause partial flocculation.

Dilute susmensions show Brownian moýenment -- the particles are in
motion, colliding and repulsing each bther. Heavier slurries exhibit
thixotropy, a kind of gelation that occurs *hen they stand quiescent, but
which revwrts to fluidity on being shaken or stirred.

Effect of Electrolytes

Particles of valclay in water carry strong negative charges, causing
them to attract and cling to positively charged particles of matter. When
neutralised by oposiLtely charged substances, they floc together, forming
spongelike aggr tes, savi if this occurs in dilute dispersions, the floes
will settle. In thicthr mixtures, however, as those containing 6% or more
of volclay, the effect of added electrolytes is to increase the viscosity.

Suspensions of volclay are ordinarily difficult to filter, forming ia-
penetrable cakes %hich seal off water. One of the effects of neutralising
or flocculating the partieles is to make such suspensions more readily
filterable.

It follows that all 4i-.ersions of volclay are profoundly affected by
electrolytes. The highor the valence of tin latter the stronger the ef-
fect; mono-valent cations are mildly active in causing flocculation, di-
valent ones more so and tri-valent ones much moe so*

SThe order of adding electrolytes it important. If an electrolyte is
added to a thick slurry in htuch the volclay has first been fully hydrated
and welled, the consistency of the slurry will be inereasedl but if the
uuwter is first treated with an electrolyte mnd the volclay put in later, the
dispersion will be thinner than a mixture of volelay and clear water*

Temperature of vat-or ani time of staidirg also are factors. Sam
electrolytos will stiffen the slurries temporarily, folloed by thinning
after standig days or weeks; oth'rs reverse this action*

Sorption

Montmorillonito mclecules, of the varticular kind that constitute
volclay, have the outstanfltn multarity of exrW4YW' aecoridlo-like in"*water This onlargps the meace betmwn th& shoets of stms which form the

molecular structure ard -wrmits the free Ingress mnd 'gresa of lons of
various kinds,
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,The mobility of the flahes %n in suspenhion brings them in close
contact with other dissolved nd suspended sabstances. Particles of matt~r
are not only abso.o~d onto the surface of the bentonite molecule# but
probably also absorbed within its lattice-Ube structure. The avid
sorption of volelay tor other substances - both organic and inorganic
is therefore due to one or morn of them factors: great surface area;
spony structure; mobility; base-exchange; strong negative polarity.,

Bond Strength

The mximm adherent powers of volclay in moistered omsen with other
minerals is exerted when the volelay has about 0 available moisture.

Effect of Temperatue

The properties of volclay are unaltered at temperatures below 1000oF.
(Mo0C.). The chemically held water is progressively driven off when ex-,
posed to higher heats for any length of time and is completely go at
12000Y, (65o00c.)

Hawever, if heated to 1000OTo1. OC.) and qaickly cooled, its pro-
porties are unchanged.

Its swellin; properties decrease progressively in the sow ratio as
the loss of chentcW1y held water.

softning begins about 190C7. (104&C.,) and colete fusion occurs
at 24140°. (131.O'.). 4

Volelay imparts to =sees of- other minerals bonded with it an extra-
ordliary "hot strength", i.oe. reaistance to load pressure while hot. In
the rasp of temperatures Just below the softening point, its "hot
srUmgth,, far eseods that of other clays.

Mechmnically Hold oisture

Tolelay as snhipped contains about 7 to 9% moisturs. When exposed to
the atmu rev, it will sloWI fain or low acoordizi to the wtidity -
within the rasp botmeen 6% in very dry air to 10% in mist air.

To oven-dry it to constant moisture r*e;aires 4 bhoers at 220 to 230"o

AW . OTAC.
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(1) Miscellaneous Information

Base Formula COwn. Character MPin °C

Fire Clay Neutral Up to 17500 C

- Silica Sio? Acidic 1710

Chromite FeO.CrPO3  Pleutral About 2000

Magnesia me Bazic -800

Mllit" 3Al 203 . 2Sio2  Neutral 1810

Carborundum SiC Neutral Dissoc. 2200

Alumina Al?03 Neutral 20,20

"Zirc nia Zr 02 leutral 2700

(7) Sow. Natival Cla Characteristics

11. Plasticity of clay increases with addition of weak organic acids.

"?. A small amount of alkaline solution converts sticky clay to a liquid
thin enough to run through a filter cloth.

3. 4 small amount of acid solution will coagulate clay.

4 i. Salts may eithpr coaeulate a clay or increase the dispersion of the
particles.

soil % Water (1al, H20/Cu, Ft.

Fr•e flowing sand 0 0

Damp sand 2 1/14

_0:t, sand! 4 1/?

Very W.t Sand 6 3/4

VUry Wet %nd 8 1

Very Wet Saed 10 1-1/

17



bterial .,jlr. Densities in Lbs!Cu. Ft.

Water 1.0 62.428
Clay, dry 1.0 63.
Clay, daup plastic 1.76 lIfl- 135
Clay & ravel dry 1.6 100
larth dry loome 1.2 76
Earth dry pacWs 1.5 95
Earth moist loom 1.3 78
Earth moi-t packed 1.6 96
Earth mad, floing 1.7 108 - I10
Earth mad, packed 1.8 100 - 115
ft nd, gravel, dr7, loon 1. h - 1.7 90 105 (1O0)
Sand gravel, dry, packed 1.6 - 1.9 100 - 17O
Sand, gravel, vet 1.89 - ?.16 V6 - 130
Sand or gravel in water 0.96 60
Sand or gravel & clay in water 1.00 65
Clay in water 1.26 '0
River mud 1.i1 90
Soil, Wet 1. 1i 70
ShQIe 160
Gravel 11O
Chalk 17)
Dittomite powder 1O.6
Kaolinite ?.6- 7.63

5,

NodifiedoNoH HaMr* ss Scale o__ MOH

15 Diamond 10
Ih Borfn Zarbide 9.32
13 Silicon Carbile
1? Fused a!,aina 9.03

Corundlmmu 9
11 Fusel zirconia
10 Garri. t,
9 Topaz 8
8 Quarts or stellite 8
7 Vitreous silica
6 Orthoclase 6

SAp at ite 5

3 Calcite 3
2 Gypsum 2
1 Talc I

1-P.5 Maolinite, pure

Amy * OTAC -DOre
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(6) Label ins Pernotra mter

h(No x 1.6" penatration
accuracy : 0.75% ruii seale
needle bar & needle weigh 50 gos.
extra 50 & 100 gn. wts, available.
Operation as grease renetromter des'eribed in
ASTM D5-47T, D?17-18j, D937-h7T and AASHO T49-5?

(7) Brookfield Vitseoter )%del, RY,

Fiul scale torque is 7.187 dymn-centimeters

"-"ax. cp. : ?,000,O,0 af4 2 RPM with Spindle #7.
Mm.n. cp. * 500 at 20 RN with Spindle #1.

Always state a materials temperature along with its Viscosity.
Viscosity is the measure of fltid friction.
Water at room temvprature (68.I°F'.I' has a viscosity of one centipoiin,

udAt VO. °iscosi. (cintipiss)

Water 68.I 0F 1
Glycerine (10%) 60OF 1400
Lub. oil S&E 10 60°F 100SkE 30, 6oOF hoo

Viscosities Saybolt Univ., Seconds

SVE AT 1300F. AT 2100?.
"Visc. No. win. ?lx. Y._ max.

10 90 1?0?0 i•o 185
,0 185 ?55

60 105 125
70 125 150

80 100,000 O°F 0? x.
g0 800-1500 * 1000 re

VO 120-?O0 0 2100F.
50 ?W0 9 2100T. min.

Light Fineral oil; sp. gr. : 0.83-0.86 Ave 0.85
Heavy Mineral oil; op. r. : 0.875-O.905 Ave 0.89

Amy OTAC - Mat
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figure go, 1

Influence of Particle Sis. Upon Flow Characteristics

0.10

0.06 b4b

10% Clay Suspensions
at 25 0 C
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Figure No. 2

Test Data Plot For Detersining c and

Artsoil CS-33-25
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?lgre No . 3

Test Data Plot Fr Dtweraining k., k n, &

Artaoil CS-33-23

3.0 ,, ...
3.0

ii* 1.5

I II

0.5

0,5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0

Sinkage, Inches

0 b 2 in., a •4.7

A b 1.5 in., a 16.5

0 b 1 in., a 20.7
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Figre No. 4,

k© vs. Antifreez Cotetnt For ?he Throe Artsoils
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F~z~No. 5,

k-vs. Antifress Content For, ?he Threo Artmolls
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Figum No. 6

n vs. Antitr~ee. ý;*ert For The Thme AKt~oile,

IQI

433
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vo vs Antifrefte Vontent For The Three Arteolls
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